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**I. Introduction**

A new bill in the Senate has many American Indians wondering whether the educational future of Native peoples is indeed bright, or whether the status quo will continue. On June 23, 2011, Senator Daniel Akaka introduced the Native Culture, Language, and Access for Success in Schools Act (Native CLASS Act).¹ This bill’s current thrust is to amend parts of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965,² and to revise and supplement the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001.³ The bill is currently in the committee hearing stage and will most likely endure numerous amendments.

This comment will examine how this bill will affect American Indian education. The educational status of American Indian students in the United States is a dismal matter. American Indians drop out of school at a rate higher than any other minority in the U.S.⁴ Even massive educational overhauls such as No Child Left Behind, have failed to raise the standards for this nation’s most educationally at-risk population — American Indians.

The CLASS Act bill seeks to change this nation’s educational landscape. The Act attacks the problem head on, seeking to increase tribal control of education and adjust the teaching and learning methods utilized in classrooms to better serve tribal children. It is the hope of both the tribes and the federal government that Native students will thrive, where before they failed.

However, there is no easy solution or quick-fix strategy. Many pitfalls threaten the effectiveness of the plan. It is vital that the CLASS bill not be another failed educational experiment, but rather a catalyst for changing the way American Indians access knowledge. Therefore, the CLASS Act must
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be scrutinized and crafted in a way that will establish lasting and successful change in the educational systems of Indian Country.

This comment will first consider the history of American Indian education in the United States. Next, this comment will examine the current state of Native education. Third, it will demonstrate the changes that will result if the Native CLASS Act if enacted in its current form. Fourth, it will analyze the benefits and drawbacks of the Native CLASS Act, and the possible effect it will have on Indian education.

Finally, this comment will propose a broad framework in which to implement provisions of the bill in order to increase tribal autonomy. In its current form, the Native CLASS Act merely raises hopes, but fails to incorporate significant change to accomplish its intended goals. The bill’s provisions must be restructured to maximize tribal control so that it can truly make a positive impact on American Indian education.

II. How It All Began: American Indian Education Since 1730

The history of American Indian education is best described as a series of shifting priorities. As time has progressed, the primary goal in educating American Indians has fluctuated, producing different policies with rather similar results. Those interests can be chronologically described as (1) Christianization and civilization in the colonial period, (2) land acquisition and coercive assimilation in the treaty period, (3) boarding school assimilation in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, (4) tribal autonomy and manual schools in the 1920s, (5) assimilation in the 1940s, and (6) increased funding and tribal autonomy in the 1960s to present. Although each era represented different interests toward Native American education, the results achieved typically did not coincide with those interests.

The focus of Native American education in the colonial period was on cultural change. The new settlers attempted to train the Indians to acquire European knowledge and “change their ways accordingly” in hopes that the trained Indians would then educate future generations. While each colony had their own personalities, purposes, and methods of training the Indians,
Professor Margaret Szasz points out that they did share certain characteristics, namely, a three-step pattern:  

First, either the colony or a missionary organization established the fundamental principle necessary for Indian schooling: the need to Christianize and civilize the natives. In the second step, one or more Euroamericans, either missionary or pious layman, emerged as the catalyst for the schooling movement. The third essential ingredient of the planning stage demanded the involvement of at least one Indian. When this individual displayed some degree of competence in the basic tenets of Christianization and civilization, the success of the project was almost assured. 

These early schooling movements eventually spawned organized schools and colleges in the colonies such as the Boyle School in Virginia, which was operated by the College of William and Mary. In South Carolina, certain parish schools were opened which ultimately served Indian youths, though the schools were not specifically designed to educate Indians. Most schools in the Southeast were short-lived and unsuccessful. In New England, the Great Awakening and the Enlightenment spurred meaningful Indian education in the mid-1700s. It was those movements that launched Indian education experiments, such as boarding schools and religious schools on Indian settlements.

In 1778, the United States government began taking control of Indian education through the use of treaties between the United States and Indian tribes. This era has thus been coined the "Treaty Period." The goal of civilizing Indians remained, but the government was motivated by the value of Indian land rather than by the altruistic goals of the colonial missionaries. 

During the Treaty Period, the United States signed treaties that promised resources for education, and Congress started funding those services in
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1802. During that time, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs was tasked with educating Indians. The Commissioner viewed assimilation as the best method for controlling the brutally uncivilized Indians. In an effort to encourage Indians to conform to an agricultural lifestyle, the United States government operated sixteen manual schools and eighty-seven boarding schools. The former were named for their purpose of teaching Indians "manual" skills, such as agriculture and mechanics. When the Treaty Period ended in 1871, Indian education was primarily instituted through the boarding school system.

The goal of the boarding school system was assimilation of Indians into American culture in an attempt to rescue them from their troubled lifestyle. Three priorities of Indian education emerged during the assimilation era. Those priorities were to teach the Indians to (1) read, write, and speak in English; (2) to encourage individual identity as opposed to tribal identity of Indian children by teaching them how to work and understand the possession of private property; and (3) to teach them Christianity.

One government method for accomplishing these goals was the establishment of boarding schools away from reservation lands. Richard Pratt, a reformer who espoused the off-reservation industrial boarding schools, utilized this form of education to remove Indian children from the influence of their parents and instead push them toward assimilation into American culture. The end goal was to "destroy the cultural foundations of Native Americans" in the hopes that such destruction would truly make the Indians strong American citizens.

Indian students were subjected to rigorous processes in order to civilize them, and school administrators considered discipline vital to this process.
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However, the boarding school system failed in its objective of assimilation, and by the turn of the century, the statistics and results made that failure clear.\textsuperscript{26}

In the 1920s, the policy shifted away from the boarding school system to a “New Deal” for the Indians. The Meriam Report was published in 1928 and was viewed as “the most significant investigation ever conducted into the field of Indian Affairs.”\textsuperscript{27} The report revealed that tribes did not have control over their educational processes, and they received low-quality services.\textsuperscript{28} The report lambasted the boarding school system, criticizing the “drudge work masquerading as vocational training,”\textsuperscript{29} the “inadequate facilities,”\textsuperscript{30} and the separation of children from their families.\textsuperscript{31}

The new Indian Commissioner (John Collier) pushed for religious, cultural, and governing freedom for the American Indians.\textsuperscript{32} The government also worked to strengthen Indian social and cultural structures in an attempt to achieve greater tribal autonomy.\textsuperscript{33} Despite these efforts, the federal government continued to control the off-reservation schools.\textsuperscript{34} Also, instead of moving the schools away from vocational and manual education, the “New Deal” for Indians only maintained the status quo.\textsuperscript{35} The federal government continued to interpret the needs of the Indian students as a need to learn vocational and manual skills.\textsuperscript{36} This led to a paltry number of accredited Indian schools. Additionally, when an abundance of Indian students transferred from Indian schools to public schools in the 1940s, having accredited Indian schools became an afterthought.\textsuperscript{37}

Federal Indian policy in the 1940s thus reverted to an emphasis on assimilation.\textsuperscript{38} Congress considered the withdrawal of federal services and termination of Indian trusts.\textsuperscript{39} In 1952, the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA)
closed federally operated Indian schools in Idaho, Michigan, Washington, and Wisconsin, and loans to Native students were discontinued.\textsuperscript{40} The BIA also shut down boarding and day schools, and moved the students to public schools.\textsuperscript{41} Boarding schools that remained open were once again used to assimilate Indian children into American culture and to separate children from their culture and ancestors on the reservation.\textsuperscript{42} Although Congress halted the termination policy, the BIA’s actions still caused tribes to have significant doubts as to the motives and future plans of the federal government, creating an ongoing fear of termination.\textsuperscript{43}

The 1960s ushered in landmark legislation that created more funding for Indian students. The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA) established funding for disadvantaged Indian students, regardless of whether they were in a BIA school or a public school.\textsuperscript{44} A problem arose when public schools began to misappropriate federal funds. Public schools with Indian students requested and received funding, but then used the funding for general purposes, rather than on the needs of the Indian students as Congress intended.\textsuperscript{45} It was during this period that tribes began to demand tribal control over their own government and education.\textsuperscript{46} In 1975, Congress responded by passing the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act (ISDEA). Among other things, this Act enabled tribes to take control of their educational systems by contracting with the BIA to run their own schools.\textsuperscript{47}

\textbf{III. Where We Stand: Current Programs and Status of Indian Education}

American Indian education currently falls into three different categories: private, public, and BIA schools. Currently, “[n]inety percent of Native American students attend public schools with their Non-Native peers,”\textsuperscript{48} and only 7\% attend BIA/Bureau of Indian Education (BIE) operated
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schools.49 The Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) and the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB) are primarily responsible for governing Indian education law as it relates to public schools.50 BIA/BIE schools are mainly governed under the ISDEA, the Educational Amendments of 1978, and the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001.51

In the public schools that educate American Indians, there are three main funding programs that provide money to eligible schools serving Indian students. These programs give schools extra funds for special programs in order to support American Indian students.

The first of these programs is the Johnson O’Malley program, which was implemented by the Johnson O’Malley Act of 1934.52 This Act allocates federal funding to eligible tribes and public schools to meet the educational needs of Indian students.53 Schools affected by contracts under the Johnson O’Malley Act are required by law to form an Indian Education Committee. This committee is tasked with various rights and responsibilities concerning organizing curriculum, evaluating programs and performance, and aiding in budgeting talks.54 The Indian Education Committee must comprise of local student parents who create an Educational Plan.55 Once approved, the funds pay for the programs proposed in the Educational Plan, such as student incentive programs, field trips, and tutors.56

The Johnson O’Malley Program underwent budget cuts and organizational changes during the Bush administration,57 but the National Indian Education Association is fighting to restore appropriated funding to
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The second major funding program, the Impact Aid Laws of 1950, allowed educational agencies to request funding for areas impacted by the acquisition of land by the federal government.\footnote{20 U.S.C. § 7701 (2006).} The law includes provisions for students on Indian lands, and requires that parents be allowed to voice opinions on the programs. The law also ensures that tribal entities and parents are granted the opportunity to be involved in the planning and developing of the proposed programs.\footnote{Id. § 7704.} Tribes can also file complaints against school districts for violations of the program.\footnote{Id.} The funding program essentially aims to ensure Indian children participate in the school programs to the same extent of other students.\footnote{Id.}

The third funding program is provided for in the ESEA and gives additional supplemental funding for “Chapter 1 and Bilingual Education” programs.\footnote{McCoy, supra note 47, at 10.} The law allows American Indians to apply for assistance with language education.\footnote{20 U.S.C. §§ 6892-6893.} Chapter 1 funding (now known as Title 1 funding) provides funds for schools in high-poverty areas.\footnote{Title 1 Grants to Local Educational Agencies, CATALOG OF FED. DOMESTIC ASSISTANCE, https://www.cfda.gov/?s=program&mode=form&tab=stepl&id=4760e1e3d5b36d2a2c695f7e63ba96fa (last visited Oct. 17, 2011).} These programs typically help disadvantaged youth with basic academic skills and provide bilingual instruction for students having trouble with the English language.\footnote{McCoy, supra note 47, at 10.}
Similar to public schools, BIA/BIE schools also have funding programs. Currently, the Bureau funds 183 schools serving 42,000 Indian students. Of those 183 schools, fifty-nine are operated by the BIE, and the remaining 124 are operated by tribes under BIE grants. BIA/BIE schools are only partially funded. Only 60% of funding requests are met, a historically low level.

Finally, the Native American Languages Act of 1990 allows Indian languages to be taught in BIA schools. This gives tribes that operate BIA-funded schools, or that have students attending BIA schools, the right to have the tribal language part of the school’s curriculum.

IV. The Crisis: Problems with American Indian Education

American Indians face educational challenges for a myriad of reasons, including cyclical poverty, a lack of parental support, a lack of education facilities, substance abuse, and language barriers. These challenges combine to produce a maelstrom of low graduation rates and large achievement gaps, two problems that plague American Indian students. In spite of Congress’ educational programs, American Indians fail to meet academic standards, and the students are left with little recourse concerning their poor education.

American Indians are underperforming and failing to finish school. Professors Susan Faircloth and John Tippeconnic explored the high dropout and low graduation rates of American Indian students. They discovered this is a problem that neither the public schools nor the BIA/BIE schools have been able to adequately resolve. Graduation rates for public schools in states with high Indian populations range from 63.8% (Oklahoma) to 30.4%
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(South Dakota), while BIA/BIE schools have rates around 60%. These rates remain historically low and have failed to improve despite the reforms that have been passed since the 1960s.

Up until the 1990s, there was little public school data on American Indian dropout rates. While they were included in studies, American Indians were not listed separately as a distinct group in the statistics. BIA statistics on BIA/BIE schools from 1969-1975 showed a dropout rate between 42% and 35% for high school students in all three schools systems. In 1988, the BIA found that 29.2% of American Indian and Alaskan Native sophomores dropped out of school prior to graduation, which was the highest of any ethnic group.

In the 1990s through 2003, American Indian and Alaskan Native dropout rates ranged from between 10.2% and 17.5% nationally. While these numbers represent the entire fifty states, the numbers for states with significant American Indian and Alaskan Native populations are much more troubling. As represented by Alaska, where over 26% of the student population is American Indian/Alaskan Native, only 46.8% of the American Indian and Alaskan Native students graduate. This number is significantly less than the overall graduation rate of all students in Alaska, which is over 60%.

All twelve states having a native population of .08% or higher reflect a large graduation gap between the American Indian/Alaskan Native students and the students as a whole. The smallest gap (in Oklahoma) is only 7%, while the largest gap (in South Dakota) is over 45%. While the nationwide numbers are not as stark, it is painfully obvious that federal
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policy has failed concerning education of Indian tribes. Despite the over thirty years of Indian educational reform (with increases in standards, funding, and oversight), American Indian and Alaskan Native students continue to be underserved.

The massive achievement gap between Indian students and their peers is another indicator of how deprived Indian education is in the United States. The Department of Education published a fact sheet entitled “How No Child Left Behind Benefits American Indians,” which states that closing the achievement gap is a main priority, especially in the case of American Indian students. The fact sheet also provides figures that show slight improvement among American Indians and Alaska Natives, particularly with nine-year-old reading and fourth grade math scores. Nevertheless, there are still significant achievement gaps that NCLB has largely failed to close.

One study by the Northwest Regional Education Laboratory reported on the achievement gaps of eighth graders since the passage of NCLB. In Alaska, the reading achievement gap between American Indian and Alaska Native students and all other students (including other minority students) was 32.93 points in 2003. As of 2007, the gap was at 26.88 points. While the gap did narrow, it only narrowed by just over one point per year. The smallest gap in a state with a high Indian population was in Oklahoma, where the gap was only 2.13 points as of 2007. In 2003, the gap was only 4.31 points, which means that the actual progress was not significant. Idaho had the greatest narrowing of reading proficiency during the study period, with a narrowing of 11.52 points. Still, most states narrowed slowly, and others, such as New Mexico, South Dakota, and Wyoming,
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actually experienced worsening achievement gaps over the four-year period.\textsuperscript{92}

The math achievement gaps fared even worse than the reading gap for American Indians during the study period. Oklahoma again had the smallest gap of 2.42 points, but started with a gap of only about six points.\textsuperscript{93} The largest improvement was Oregon's 7.25 point narrowing, which equaled a less than two point narrowing per year.\textsuperscript{94} Four states — Arizona, California, Idaho, and Wyoming — experienced broadening achievement gaps.\textsuperscript{95}

This significant lack of progress, especially in states where American Indians and Alaska Natives comprise a substantial percentage of the population, shows that the current laws concerning education for the American Indian students are inadequate. The laws must change. The proposed Native CLASS Act purports to provide that change as it aims to help the federal, state, local, and tribal governments address the pressing need for quality education and higher standards for students in Indian Country.

\textit{V. The Current Plan: Propositions of the Native CLASS Act}

The Native CLASS Act is based on two main propositions. The first proposition is that if local Indian tribes and parents are given more direct control, it will have a positive impact on achievement, graduation rates, and the overall quality of education. The second proposition is that if American Indian students are given culturally relevant educations, complete with tribal language training, it will foster academic growth, cultural awareness, and tribal strength.

These propositions are supported by tribal entities and educational entities alike. Giving Indian tribes and parents direct control includes them in the decision-making process. Infusing tribal culture into the students' education creates a more accessible learning environment. The current draft of the Native CLASS Act sets out eight major programs to accomplish these goals in an attempt to close achievement gaps and improve graduation rates.
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A. Technical and Linguistic Changes

First, the current bill proposes several technical changes to the language of the ESEA. These technical amendments add phrases to current clauses, such as inserting “representatives of Indian tribes located in the State” within 20 U.S.C. § 6311(a), which causes the statute to read:

For any State desiring to receive a grant under this part, the State educational agency shall submit to the Secretary a plan, developed by the State educational agency, in consultation with local educational agencies, teachers, principals, pupil services personnel, administrators (including administrators of programs described in other parts of this subchapter), other staff, [representatives of Indian tribes located in the State.] and parents . . . .

These amendments purport to establish the tribes as important parties in the educational decision-making processes. Some amendments require states to consult with Indian tribes within the state to create plans for schools that serve Indian students. By including terms such as “Indian tribes,” “tribal educational entities,” and phrases like “meaningful consultation,” the Native CLASS Act attempts to codify cooperation between federal, state, local, and tribal entities. Whether these technical amendments will be effective is a matter discussed in a later section.

B. Indian School Turn Around Program

Another change that the Native CLASS Act proposes is the implementation of the Indian School Turn Around Program (ISTAP). This program focuses on “turning around” local schools that are located on Indian lands, helping tribes and their educational agencies increase their ability to improve achievement, and helping the tribes to use school intervention models to improve schools. The program is targeted at elementary schools and high schools that award diplomas and also high schools that don’t award diplomas.
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To qualify, an elementary school must be in the bottom 5% achievement in the state.102 High schools that do not award diplomas must also be in the bottom 5% of the state, while high schools that do award diplomas must either be in the bottom 5% of the state or have a graduation rate of less than 60%.103 The Act does not detail how states are to identify these schools, or what standards should be used.

Once those schools are identified, the state will inform the tribes on whose land such schools are located.104 The tribes can then apply for grants, at least 90% of which must be used to carry out "school intervention models."105 If a tribe or tribal education agency receives a grant under this program for a targeted school, the state and local educational agencies must still continue the current level of funding for that school.106 The Act does not specify any penalties for states that do not maintain funding levels.

The state and local agencies must also enter into a cooperative agreement with the tribal entities in charge of administrative decisions. Tribal entities may possibly require personnel changes as part of the cooperative agreement.107 Another aspect of the cooperative agreement is the institution of school intervention models. There are three types of models for tribes to choose from — the Transformation, Restart, and Turnaround models.108

The Transformation model is a rigorous model that requires the tribes or tribal educational agencies to replace the principal of a low-performing school, incentivize and reward teachers that improve achievement, dismiss teachers that fail to improve achievement, use research to determine beneficial instruction courses, increase school hours per year by at least 300 hours, increase community involvement, and implement other initiatives as well.109 The Restart model is a more basic plan where the tribe or tribal educational agency converts schools to charters or educational management organizations.110 The only substantive requirements under this plan are that the operator will make staffing and leadership changes, and that former students of the school will be able to attend the newly formed school.111 The Turnaround model is similar to the Transformation model except that it
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gives more authority to the new principal. Under the Turnaround model, the new principal has the responsibility and flexibility to determine budgets, staffing, and calendars. In making staffing decisions, the principal must retain no more than half of the existing staff, and must justify personnel decisions to the tribe or tribal educational agency.

If these models are implemented, and the schools fail to show state-defined progress, the tribe or tribal education agency will either have to adjust the existing model or use the Restart model to improve the school’s progress.

The Indian School Turn Around Program is designed to shift administrative and functional control away from state and local educational agencies and toward tribal control, which is one of the main propositions of the Native CLASS Act.

C. Tribal Education Agencies Pilot Project

The Native CLASS Act also contemplates that funding from the federal government alone will not ensure that tribes can run their schools. The Act recognizes that while some tribes have educational departments within their tribal governments, many tribes do not. To help those tribes without educational agencies in creating their own, the CLASS Act also establishes the “Tribal Education Agencies Pilot Project.”

This project provides grants to help up to five tribes per year develop education plans for schools associated with their tribe. The tribes applying for this program would develop an educational plan, create agreements with local educational agencies, and then implement the plan through their newly established tribal educational agency. These educational agencies would be responsible for carrying out the functions of the eligible schools.

To be eligible, the tribe must show that the school either (1) receives funding from the BIA, (2) is funded through Title VII based on an American Indian student population served by the school, (3) is situated on Indian land, or (4) has a majority of American Indian or Alaska Native
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students. If the school is eligible under one of these criteria, the tribe must also prove its capacity to actually run the program and satisfy any factors required by the Secretary of Education.120

Multiple tribes that agree to share one educational agency can apply for this pilot program.121 The Tribal Education Agencies Pilot Program is another way in which the Native CLASS Act attempts to shift the responsibility for educating tribal students toward tribes.

D. Culturally Relevant Teaching

The Act also contains provisions that relate to the second proposition of the CLASS Act, which is to provide culturally relevant education and Native language study for Indian students. While references to “culturally relevant” education and “language study” are sprinkled throughout the Act, some sections are directly pertinent to the implementation of such cultural learning.

First, Section 112 requires states to create specialized assessments for “diverse learning styles,” presumably to reflect American Indian student learning styles.122 Section 113 amends the ESEA by eliminating the requirement that Native language teachers be “highly qualified.”123 Instead, state educational agencies are instructed to create special certifications for Native language teachers.124

E. Training Educators

One major provision geared toward increasing culturally relevant education to Indian students is Section 121. This section amends Title II, a provision dealing with the preparation and training of educators.125 There is currently a grant program that gives money to educational entities for the training of educators who serve high need areas.126 The proposed amendments specifically define American Indian education as a high need area.

Another amendment requires grant applicants to prove that teachers serving schools in Indian communities will familiarize themselves with
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those communities and use cultural-based teaching strategies for those students.127 If the local agency does not provide a plan for implementing those strategies, the grant application will be considered incomplete.128 The section also adds “culturally responsive” educational plans to the list of allowable uses of local agency allocation funds.129

F. Tribal Language Grants

One of the key ways that the Native CLASS Act attempts to improve American Indian education is to increase opportunities for American Indian students to learn their tribal language and to learn school subjects in that language. The main provision that accomplishes that goal is Section 131, which creates a grant program to fund Native language training.130 These grants are awarded for periods of at least four years and are eligible for renewal.131

Grants under this program must be used by the recipient entity to provide a minimum of ten children at least 500 hours of instruction using Native languages, to create plans to teach Native languages, and to provide training to individuals who can teach Native languages.132 The grants can also be used for “[l]anguage and culture camps,” development of curricula in Native languages, and other programs to advance Native language instruction.133

G. Tribal Immersion

Another provision supporting Native language education is Section 164, which establishes a grant program for “Tribal Language Immersion Schools.”134 Under an immersion program, a school must provide elementary or secondary education and must present a plan for immersion courses for an entire school.135 The plan must give at least 900 hours of immersion instruction annually.136 The applying schools must also provide
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a certificate of assurance from an associated tribe stating that the school in fact has the capacity to provide immersion education services.137

The program authorizes the schools to use funds to develop a curriculum that teaches the language of the tribe served by the school, to train staff who will be teaching in the program, and to develop curricula that implements the tribal language in school courses.138

H. Native Language Preservation

The final major provision addressing linguistic and cultural learning is Section 302, entitled “Ensuring the Survival and Continuing Vitality of Native American Languages.”139 This provision creates another grant program designed to prevent the extinction of Native American languages.140

One method of Native language preservation is community language projects that combine young and old Native language speakers to allow a free flow of language learning.141 The funds can also be used for projects that train Native language speakers to be able to teach or be interpreters and translators of tribal language, develop print materials in Native languages, participate in television and radio, and preserve Native languages through audio video recording.142

The final acceptable use of grant funds to preserve Native languages is the creation of “language nests,” “language survival schools,” and “language restoration programs.”143 The language nests are geographically centered programs that teach at least ten children under seven years old their Native language for no less than 500 hours yearly per student.144 These “nests” also offer classes in Native languages to the enrolled children’s parents, and makes the Native language the “dominant medium” of the nest.145

Survival schools also provide a minimum of 500 hours of instruction in at least one Native language.146 These schools provide instruction for a minimum of fifteen students, and the school must be those students’
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"principal place of instruction." The goal of language survival schools is for all students to become fluent in a tribal language and gain proficiency in mathematics, reading, and science.

The language restoration programs authorized by this section vary in type. They include immersion programs, language and culture camps, and language programs coordinated with local educational entities, higher education entities, and regional programs. The restoration programs also provide training for language teachers, training on Native language teaching materials, and training for fluent Native speakers to become translators. The program requires a panel of experts that will aid in approving applications and helping with the planning and implementation of the programs.

VI. The Problems: The Shortfalls of the Current Bill

The provisions outlined above are designed to significantly improve American Indian education. While the Act signals emphasis on tribal control and cultural learning, its actual ability to provide change in these areas is doubtful. The Act falls short in three ways that will ultimately and significantly reduce its overall effectiveness: (1) the technical changes are largely symbolic, (2) the Indian Schools Turn Around Program lacks the structure and details needed to be effective, and (3) the culturally relevant educational plans are unproven in their ability to improve performance.

A. Shortfalls of the Technical Changes

First, the technical amendments that require "meaningful" consultation with tribal entities are mere semantics. The changes in terminology create only symbolic change, not practical change. Additionally, the amendments provide no guidance as to how "meaningful" shall be defined or what form the required consultation must take. Congress and administrative agencies pass thousands of laws and regulations annually, a substantial number of which apply to education. These laws and regulations address the issues currently facing schools and purport to "fix" the problems in those schools. In reality, local schools reveal just how useless many of these provisions tend to be.
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For example, NCLB provided for consultation and coordination with parents for the implementation of programs under the Act.\textsuperscript{152} In actuality, the parental consultation requirements have done little to increase parental involvement. Harold Kwalwasser, former general counsel for the Los Angeles Unified School District, claims that “there is little evidence the obligations for parental consultation have improved the quality of education in Title I schools.”\textsuperscript{153} He argues that federal education law cannot make an uninterested parent interested, even though it necessarily must be directed at those parents who are not already involved.\textsuperscript{154} Marilyn Price-Mitchell and Susan Grijalva, founders of Parent Involvement Matters.org, echo Kwalwasser’s claim, stating, “PTA/PTO’s around the country find themselves with participation at an all-time low.”\textsuperscript{155}

If the statutory language in NCLB failed to make any significant impact on parental involvement with schools, there is little chance that similar statutory language in the Native CLASS Act will make any more of a difference concerning parental and tribal involvement. Just like the NCLB language requiring consultation with parents, the Native CLASS Act requires consultation with parents and tribal entities. If passed as currently configured, the Native CLASS Act may encourage those tribes who have a lukewarm interest in their students’ education to seek more federal funding and become somewhat involved, while those tribes that have little interest in their students’ education will probably continue to operate at status quo and leave the decision making to the state and local education entities.

The tribes that are currently active in education programs and that staff their own educational departments will continue to operate as they have previously. The only difference will be the statutory authority for their efforts. In short, the statutory consultation language, without any substantive requirements or responsibilities, will have a marginal effect on a negligible number of tribal entities. The same will be true for parental involvement. In addition to the parental involvement problem faced by all schools, the average Indian parent additionally struggles with high levels of
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poverty and substance abuse. These factors further inhibit parental involvement at schools. The technical amendments are vacuous because they provide no obligatory language regarding consultation and will carry little (if any) remedial significance.

B. Shortfalls of the Indian School Turn Around Program

ISTAP also contains many flaws that will undermine its effectiveness. The program is not likely to have a widespread effect on failing schools that serve American Indian students for three reasons. First, the program is similar to NCLB programs that have failed to improve schools. Second, the program may exclude deserving schools that cannot be eligible under the provision’s standards. Third, the staffing changes mandated do not reflect the specialized needs of American Indian education.

First, ISTAP is similar to the NCLB School Improvement, Corrective Action, and Restructuring Timeline. In both programs, low performing schools are identified and targeted. Instead of three models, the NCLB program implements a three-stage process of improvement, corrective action, and restructuring. The results of the NCLB program have been mixed. Most school districts do not fully implement the methods of corrective action or restructuring, but rather approach the problems in a limited way. When given the option, schools under the NCLB program choose the least restrictive method and do not fully implement broad structural changes.

This is instructive with regard to ISTAP, which gives schools the option to choose from three intervention models. Given the response of similarly situated failing schools under NCLB, it is unlikely that American Indian schools will embrace the sweeping changes that are truly needed. While ISTAP may eventually force schools to adjust their programs or implement the Restart model, significant time will be lost and numerous students harmed because aggressive reform is not required by the Act.

Secondly, ISTAP is very limited in its scope. Schools can only qualify if they are on Indian land and are in the bottom 5% of schools in the state; or,
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for a diploma-awarding high school, have a 60% or lower graduation rate. The Act gives no guidance as to how the bottom 5% is determined. Different states have different objective standards, which would create different valuations of rankings. For instance, the ranking system of one state may put a school in the bottom 5%, while a school in another state that is substantially similar regarding lack of achievement could only be in the bottom 10%. This could lead to incongruent results, whereas between two similarly situated schools, one school could qualify while the other does not merely because of the differing standards between the states.

The scope of ISTAP is additionally narrow because it is limited to the bottom 5% of schools, which is quite a constricted selection of schools. The schools on tribal lands would be essentially competing with inner-city schools for the bottom 5%. If tribal schools do not qualify, they miss the opportunity to participate in the program. Rather than compare schools on Indian lands and determine which of those schools are in the most need, the program requires schools on Indian lands be practically the worst in the state before they can qualify.

If a school is ranked among the bottom 25% of schools, it is a good indication of that school’s failure as an educational institution. This is not to say that an arbitrary line should be drawn at 25% instead of five, but if lines must be drawn, why exclude schools that need help? Allowing only the bottom 5% of all state schools to be eligible is too limited to accomplish any real reform for American Indians. Instead, schools should be selected based on the number of Indian students served along with the underperformance of the school.

Finally, ISTAP ignores the specialized needs of American Indian education in its mandated staffing changes. The CLASS Act is intended to increase tribal influence in schools. By requiring new principals for schools, the ISTAP only requires that the principals be experienced in turning schools around. There are no requirements that the principals be experienced in educating American Indian students or that any of the new staff have such experience. The staffing changes required by the Act must reflect the values of the tribe, and experience with teaching American Indians should be a factor in hiring decisions.
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C. Shortfalls of the Culturally Relevant Educational Plans

Another pitfall appears when considering certain provisions that provide for culturally relevant educational plans. The provisions that require state agencies to craft plans in support of diverse learning styles and to develop alternate certification requirements for Native teachers are problematic for two reasons. First, developing different types of education programs for different cultures places a large burden on the states, if no responsible tribal entity can aid the state with the development. The Act fails to define “culturally responsive” education, leaving a large problem with implementation. While the federal government would most likely provide grants to help states produce these programs, the time, energy, and manpower needed to implement such programs would be vast.

Second, the downstream consequences that would flow from the implementation of such programs could cause problems for states. By creating specialized programs for different groups of students, the door opens wide for all minority groups to claim a right to programs specially crafted to accommodate their culture. States could then be in the unenviable position of creating different curriculum for different students. This would increase costs in an area that already demands continuous increases in funding and already faces the highest amount of funding cuts. States would also face the prospect of creating various teacher certification requirements depending on the applicant’s culture. This would allow minority teachers that do not qualify under regular teacher standards to qualify to teach in classrooms, while non-minorities must continue to meet the qualifications.

This presents a host of potential conflicts, not the least of which are the Equal Protection concerns that would arise from giving certain minority teachers differing standards than other minorities and non-minorities. Implementing culturally relevant education programs would burden state agencies and create downstream consequences.

It is also unproven how effective culturally relevant education is. There are copious amounts of literature calling for the implementation of such programs, claiming that the programs make schooling relevant to students and will help to improve achievement and dropout rates.163 And yet, the factual data does not provide the support for these claims.

For instance, Professors Castagno and Brayboy reviewed four case studies that were "exemplary" of culturally relevant education in their article, *Culturally Responsive Schooling for Indigenous Youth: A Review of the Literature*. The case studies involved four schools: The Russian Mission School in Alaska, the Tuluksak School in Alaska, the Salish Kootenai College on the Flathead Indian Reservation in Montana, and the Warren School. Castagno and Brayboy used these case studies as examples of how culturally relevant education strategies are being implemented. But if those case studies are supposed to provide support for the benefits of culturally relevant education, they fell significantly short of that goal.

The case studies were published in 2005. As of 2010, the Russian Mission School was eligible for school improvement grants because it had a graduation rate beneath 60%. Only five years earlier, the Russian Mission School was hailed as an example of successful cultural education. The Tuluksak School is even worse off, as it is in the bottom 5% of all public schools in Alaska. There is little published information concerning the achievement rates of the other two schools; however, the lack of achievement in the Alaska schools lends doubt to the proposition that culturally relevant teaching will lead to improvement in Indian education.

Another article (written by Professor Jon Reyhnar) lauded the Sinte Gliska University on the Rosebud Reservation for encouraging teachers in training to develop culturally relevant curriculum and teaching styles. Data reveals the supposed benefits of cultural curricula have yet to spill over into the schools on the reservation. The Todd County High School, located on the reservation, is ranked 138th out of 141 schools in STEP score average, which is the South Dakota assessment test. The school
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has only met one adequate yearly progress requirement in the last four years.\footnote{172} Based on the results, there is little factual data supporting the idea that an increase in culturally relevant programs will significantly improve American Indian education. This is not to say that all provisions concerning the cultural interests associated with Indian education are useless, but merely that the weight given to culturally based education, especially when implemented in a state-run school, may not be completely warranted.

**VII. The Benefits: The Positive Aspects of the Current Bill**

While the Native CLASS Act has many shortfalls, some of the propositions of the Act will be beneficial and will make positive steps toward improving Indian education. There are two parts of the bill that have the potential to improve Indian education — the Tribal Education Agencies Pilot Project and the provisions concerning Native language training.

**A. The Benefits of the Tribal Education Agencies Pilot Project**

The first beneficial proposition is the Tribal Education Agencies Pilot Project, the project designed to help tribes develop their own educational agencies. This proposition addresses the vital need to vest Indian tribes with more authority and responsibility over Indian education. The section revives an issue that arose in the 1998 ESEA when Congress authorized grants for tribal education agencies, but then failed to make the appropriations needed.\footnote{173}

While many tribes do have tribal educational agencies in place, others do not. Of the 562 federally recognized Indian tribes, only over a fourth of those tribes had even a rudimentary tribal education department as of 2006.\footnote{174} To achieve broad transfer of authority from federal, state, and local entities to the tribes, tribal entities must be established to take on the responsibility given to the tribe.


\footnote{173. McCoy, *supra* note 47, at 23.}

The creation of tribal educational departments is the key to establishing and empowering tribal control over education. Without these departments, the task of increasing tribal autonomy is more difficult. Enacting legislation that places more authority with tribes and encourages their cooperation with government entities will create hardships on those tribes that lack an established educational department.

First, tribes may not even take advantage of the benefits the legislation offers because they do not have the educational organization needed to carry out the program. Under NCLB, tribal education agencies were given similar authority to that outlined in the CLASS Act to aid federal, state, and local educational agencies in setting education policies and standards. It is not difficult to see, based on the low numbers of tribal educational departments in existence, that the tribes largely underutilized those programs. One reason could be that many tribes lacked the educational organization to receive such aid and therefore could not take advantage of the provisions. In contrast to the NCLB, the CLASS Act’s pilot program has greater potential to be used by the tribes.

Second, tribes that do take advantage of programs and grants, but lack the organizational structure of an educational department, may experience the strain arising from a lack of educational expertise in the general tribal government. Many tribal governments may lack special expertise in education, causing the responsibility of educational policy to default to the federal, state, and local educational entities that do possess such expertise. This results in the same quandary in which the tribes currently find themselves. Because of the possibility of underutilization of programs, and the lack of educational expertise in general tribal government, the pilot program of the CLASS Act will increase tribal control of their education policies and activities by establishing competent and effective educational agencies within the tribes.

Another possible shortfall with the pilot program lies in giving discretionary power to the Secretary of Education to decide the standards that tribes must meet. This essentially makes the Secretary a final arbiter of a tribe’s fitness to run their own educational programs. While oversight is important, such open-ended discretion over a tribe’s fitness undermines the overarching policy of the Act; which is to encourage tribal control. Regardless of the concerns with the Secretary’s control, the pilot program
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can go a long way toward creating the infrastructure needed for tribes to control their educational interests.

B. Benefits of Native Language Instruction

The second beneficial part of the Native CLASS Act is a group of provisions that provide for Native language instruction. The practice of teaching classes in Native languages has been implemented with great success, particularly with the Navajo tribe. The flagship school for bilingual learning for Indian students was the Rock Point Community School in Arizona. In the 1960s, Rock Point suffered from low morale and "abysmal" test scores. The tribe then arranged for instruction in the Navajo language, and after some wrangling, contracted with the BIA to run the school.

The Navajo language is used to teach two-thirds of all kindergarten classes, one-half of grades 1-3, one-fourth of grades 4-6, a full year of grades 7-8, and one half year in grades 9-12. Grades 7-12 also have a quarter of Navajo writing instruction each year. The Navajo probably have the most effective language program of all the tribes, and the program yields success in academic achievement. The Rock Point Community School students were outperforming Navajo and other Indian students in Arizona based on their performance on the California Achievement Test, and in math, their achievement was near the national average.

While merely getting close to the national average is not the ultimate goal, the achievements of the Rock Point school provides evidence of what works for Indian students. While most Indian schools have continued to struggle since the 1960s, the Rock Point Community School has climbed to the upper ranks of Indian schools and serves as an example of how
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languages can make a difference in Indian education. The Rock Point school is indicative of the benefits of language education, and the provisions of the Act that support such programs, whether through language camps, language nests, or immersion schools, have the potential to improve the achievement of Indian students.

The Native CLASS Act contains proposals that have the potential to improve Indian education. On the other hand, the Act contains proposals that are merely attempts to do what has been tried before. Using the current state of Indian education as a benchmark, the latter proposals are unlikely to make a significant difference. An approach that incorporates the successful and proven strategies of Indian education while avoiding the pitfalls is needed. This would require an overhaul of Indian education policy. Of course, this would require a long-term project instead of relying on quick fixes. But the potential benefits — skyrocketing test scores, true reform, and tribal autonomy in education — are worth the effort.

VIII. A New Direction for the Future: Changes That Can Improve the CLASS Act

Both the federal government and Indian tribes are advocating for more tribal control of schools. Both entities recognize the need for culturally relevant education, language studies, and teachers that are either Native American or sympathetic to tribal communities. The challenges to these goals are coordination with other interested educational entities, community involvement, funding, and lack of tribal infrastructure to handle the administration of educational needs.

To achieve the goals of the CLASS Act while mitigating the challenges, Congress should implement a five-phase plan to dramatically change the course of Indian education. This plan would provide structure to the CLASS Act in order to more successfully implement its important provisions. The five phases are Evaluation, Trial Selection, a Five-Year Plan, Re-evaluation, and Expansion.

A. First Phase: Evaluation

Before any proposals or programs are implemented, it is important that a careful evaluation is undertaken at the outset. This evaluation would take a widespread account of the currently operating BIA/BIE schools, BIA/BIE contract schools, and public schools that are located on tribal land that have a 50% or higher Indian student enrollment. This accounting would be conducted with the help of the Department of Education, the BIA, and the state and tribal educational agencies.
The evaluation process would garner information about the relevant schools. The process should require that detailed enrollment figures be given for each school, specifying the demographics of the school, the ratio of Native students to non-Native students, tribes that are represented, and the enrollment trends over the past five years. The demographic information will allow the tribes and the federal government to determine the cultures, languages, and tribal interests that are involved with each school. The enrollment trends will provide context for future enrollment projections in order to more effectively allocate resources.

Detailed achievement records, including achievement trends, should also be required. This will allow decision makers to isolate the specific needs of each school. Details on the amount of funding the school received and the funding source (federal, state, local, or tribal) should also be required, along with detailed expenditure reports. These financial reports should cover five years.

It would also be relevant to know who has control of the school. The reports should show which schools are operated under the authority of a tribal education agency, which schools are operated by the state, and which schools are operated by the BIA or under contract with the BIA. Finally, the reports should detail what current language or cultural programs are in place at the schools and the number of students participating in those programs. The data received from this evaluation should be placed in a database by the Department of Education, and copies of reports should be sent to the relevant entities.

Once the reports are received, the Department of Education should review the reports and make predictions of the future enrollment, funding, and expenditures of the schools based on the trends. These estimations would then be sent to the responsible state, local, and/or tribal educational entities for their review. If an entity disagrees with the Department, they can submit their own estimate with sufficient evidence to support it. Once the Departments and the entities have reached a consensus on the estimations of future developments, the information-gathering phase will be complete.

The gathered information would then be organized into four categories based on the organizational nature of the school. The categories will be public schools, public schools on Indian lands, BIA schools, and BIA contract schools. Within the categories, the schools must be arranged into four tiers based on enrollment and achievement trends. Schools with declining enrollment and achievement will be designated Tier 1. Tier 2 schools will be ones with increasing enrollment and decreasing...
achievement. Tier 3 will be schools with decreasing enrollment and increasing achievement, and Tier 4 schools will be schools with increases in both categories.

These tiers provide a standard for prioritizing which schools require the most immediate attention. Tier 1 schools would be in the most need of change because decline in both enrollment and achievement demonstrates that the school is steadily failing. Low achievement could not be blamed on an overburdened staff or limited resources because the decreasing enrollment acts as a control for those factors. Instead, those decreasing trends are truly indicative of a failing school, making Tier 1 schools the highest priority.

Tier 2 schools are the next priority. On its face, it would appear the combination of increasing enrollment and decreasing achievement is a worse problem than both decreasing achievement and enrollment because it could indicate increased burdens with lower results. While this is a possibility, the achievement trends could only be temporary, schools could be adjusting to the influx of new students, and the achievement trends could level out over time. Because of that possibility, Tier 2 schools get lower priority than Tier 1.

Tier 3 schools receive more priority than Tier 4 schools because with decreased enrollment, there could be a decrease in allocations of funding to the school. In addition, the school may have problems that are not readily identifiable but are contributing factors to the enrollment decreases. Tier 4 schools receive lowest priority because the increase in both achievement and enrollment show that the school is not only improving, but also is able to thrive.

This proposed evaluation phase provides a structure that is much more specific and meaningful than the formula of ISTAP. By separating the schools into categories and tiers, the prioritization of the problems the schools face becomes clearer. As opposed to the overbroad characterizations in the Turn Around Program, the evaluation phase would more aptly target needs based on real investigation and hard numbers.

B. Second Phase: Trial Selection

The next phase would build upon the information and categorization provided in the evaluation phase. It is important not to implement broad, sweeping changes without first vetting their effectiveness for American Indian students. Therefore, after the evaluation phase, the Department of Education will select target schools to serve as trial schools for a five-year
period. These schools will be selected in equal numbers from each of the four categories and from the top two Tiers within those categories.

The Department of Education will select twenty schools from each of the four categories. Within the four categories, ten schools will be selected that serve tribes but have no tribal education department. Ten others will be selected from schools that serve tribes and do have a tribal educational department. Within those two groups, half of the schools will be Tier 1 schools and the other half will be Tier 2 schools. This careful, diversified selection of schools will serve as a proper sample size for the trial study. Tribes, educational entities, and the Department of Education can determine what approaches are effective for each category of school. The ultimate goal of the CLASS Act is to enable widespread tribal autonomy over American Indian education. The only way to find effective programs to accomplish those goals is to implement and observe those programs among schools of varying needs.

When selecting the schools from the applicable categories, the Department should consider certain criteria. First, schools that currently have no culturally responsive or language programs should be given priority. To fully examine the benefits of culturally responsive teaching or Native language instruction, those programs would be best examined when freshly introduced to schools that have no such programs already in place. While schools with culturally responsive teaching or language instruction programs will not necessarily be excluded, they will be considered lower priority because it would be more difficult to evaluate any of its improvements.

The second criterion is the state in which the school is located. While the majority of Indian populations are concentrated in twelve states, there are schools that serve Indian populations across the United States. Because different states have different education systems and coordination agreements with tribes, it will be beneficial to include as many states as possible in the trial selection. This would offer a diverse sampling of regional challenges and allow the relevant entities to compare their systems to others. The Department will therefore consider if trial schools are from the same state as a selection factor.

The third criterion is the tribes the schools serve. To achieve widespread tribal autonomy, as many tribes as possible need to be included in the education improvement programs. Indian tribes have distinct cultures, languages, and tribal organizations. Life on one tribe's reservation is unique from life on another's. It is imperative that a diverse number of tribes are represented in the initial trial selection. Without tribal
diversification, determinations of what is effective would be based on a handful of tribes. Those determinations could yield particularized approaches that might not be effective for other tribes throughout the U.S.

The goal and policy behind the CLASS Act is to give tribes more community control over schools, independent of what the rest of the state or nation implements. Applying programs and policies based on other tribes would defeat the goal of local tribal control. This is why a variety of tribes of different sizes and cultures must be represented in the trial sample. Although tribal distribution may not be perfect, the information gathered can still be useful for all tribes because certain tribes will be comparable in culture and organization to the ones represented. Diversifying tribal representation will make it easier to translate those results and programs to similar tribes.

Using the guidelines of categories and tiers, and considering the criteria for selection, the Department of Education will choose the eighty schools that will be the trial subjects of the next phase. The Department will collaborate with the relevant tribal, state, and local entities to craft a five-year plan for the development of tribal autonomy over schools.

C. Third Phase: Five-Year Plan

The Five-Year Plan Phase represents the heart of the Act. It is in this phase that the overarching goals of the CLASS Act are implemented on a practical level. The individual programs are secondary to the thrust of this phase, which is to create a strategy for shifting authority and responsibility of the schools to the tribes. Where the current version of the CLASS Act has statutory language requiring tribal input and grants to fund programs, the five-year plan provides actual guidance to work toward the goal of total tribal autonomy. The tribes have asked for increased authority over their educational systems, and the federal government has expressed interest in that result as well. The CLASS Act should therefore accomplish that goal. The Five-Year Plan will be the vehicle through which that transfer of authority happens.

The first year of the plan will differ for schools in different categories. For the schools that lack a tribal education department, roughly half of the schools, the first task will be establishing these departments. This first year is when the Tribal Educational Agencies Pilot Program will be implemented. Rather than select schools by criteria set forward in Section 161, all schools selected in the Trial Selection Phase that have no associated tribal educational entity will go through the pilot program. Just like in the pilot program, the tribes will be responsible for the functions of the schools
through the newly formed education entities. As a part of the pilot program, the education entities will create plans and programs for the schools, which is the same task that the schools with already established educational departments will be faced with in year one.

The first year plans of all schools should focus on three objectives: (1) tailoring teaching styles and curricula to the needs of the tribal community, (2) establishing language-based instruction, and (3) acquiring dedicated, skilled teachers. For the first year plans, the federal, state, and local educational entities will work with the tribes to craft plans to reach these three objectives.

The first objective involves identifying the trouble areas of a specific school. In order to tailor the learning experience to the needs of the tribe, a significant amount of time must be spent analyzing the schools, interviewing staff, and interviewing students. It will also require extensive consultation with education entities and professionals to determine how best to reach this objective. The ultimate decision on how best to achieve this objective should rest with the tribal educational department, in order to truly shift authority to the tribes.

The tribal education department will also set annual achievement goals for the schools and design methods of examining the status of these goals. One of the main complaints of the achievement evaluations under NCLB for Indian students is that the tests are not tailored to the learning styles of Indian students. The tribal education departments will be able to remedy this problem by designing their own evaluation system and goals.

The second objective will depend largely on the language instruction program(s) already in place in the tribal community. Some tribes already have language instruction programs, language teachers, and members of the tribes that speak the native language. Other tribes have very few native speakers, creating a significant problem when trying to establish language instruction at the tribal schools.

This disparity in native speakers is why the tribes should be able to establish their own certification standards for language teachers. In order to meet the needs of the students, the tribes must have flexibility to make decisions that are necessary for the improvement of the schools. In implementing language programs, tribes will have the options set forth in the language sections of the ACT and can choose whether to use those programs, such as the language immersion method and culture camps.

In order to meet the goal of acquiring and retaining skilled teachers, the tribes need to establish standards by which they can measure those instructors. These evaluation standards must be established in the first year.
of the Five-Year Plan. The tribes should determine what type of education, experience, cultural exposure, and certification process they would require of the teachers. The Department of Education and state educational entities should be given opportunity for input, but the ultimate decisions regarding teacher standards will be left to the tribal education department.

The tribe should also establish standards for teachers to achieve as they are currently teaching. The standards should contain processes for dismissal of teachers, and guidelines for when teachers must be dismissed. Dismissal standards should be flexible, but should also require dismissal after three consecutive years of failing to meet standards. Once again, the Department of Education and other educational entities could offer input, but the tribal education department will decide the final standards. For the first year, all current staff at the school should be left in place unless they must be terminated for good cause. All new hires should be made in accordance with the standards. This will give the tribe a year to evaluate the current staff and to hire more teachers (if necessary) in accordance with tribal standards.

In the first year of the Five-Year Plan, the Department of Education will have an official assigned to observe the schools. One observer will be assigned per state, unless the state contains more than five target schools, in which case there will be one observer for every five schools. These observers will ensure that the tribally established standards are being followed and that federal funding is being used for its intended purpose. In the first two years of the program, all funding for the school will continue at the same level as before the Five-Year Plan’s implementation, and all federal funding provided for the various programs within the school will be allocated in accordance with the relevant sections of the CLASS Act. Johnson O’Malley, Impact Aid, and Chapter 1 funding will also continue in schools.

In the second year of the Five-Year Plan, the tribal education department, in coordination with the tribal government and the federal, state, and local entities, will create an allocation of funds schedule. This will require the tribe to allocate a portion of tribal revenues and general assistance funding from the federal government to the tribal educational departments. The tribe will begin paying 10% of the educational expenses in the third year, and the state and local responsibility will be reduced by 10%.

The allocation schedule should increase the tribal responsibility by 5 to 10% per year, with the end goal being that the tribe allocates funds for 20 to 30% of education expenses by the end of the Five-Year Plan. The increased responsibility of the tribe is necessary to create tribal autonomy in
tribal schools. As long as the state governments provide the overwhelming amount of funding for schools, those governments will have a strong interest in the success of those schools, causing those entities to influence tribal education. By having the tribes assume greater funding responsibility, the tribal interest in the success of their schools and children becomes much stronger. If tribes do not have the fiscal ability to allocate the needed funds, the Department of Education and Department of the Interior will work with states to supplement the funds that the tribes cannot provide.

The tribes must also evaluate teachers in the second year. Using the standards established in the first year, the tribal education department will perform an in-depth analysis of the individual teachers and whether standards were met. If a teacher fails to meet all standards, the department will have the option to either place the teacher on probation or terminate the teacher. Tribes should be given discretion in these matters as long as they make decisions based on the prescribed standards. All teaching and administrative personnel of the school will be subject to evaluation. The Department of Education observer will be present at all evaluations and decision-making meetings concerning evaluations to ensure that the established standards are controlling the decisions.

If a teacher is put on probation, they will continue their employment for the next school year. If a teacher or administrator fails to meet standards two or three years in a row, depending on the tribal education department's processes, the teacher or administrator will be dismissed, unless good cause is shown. The Five-Year Plan is designed to give maximum authority to the tribes. This will provide a trial run to establish the level educational autonomy that the tribe is willing and able to accept.

During the second, third, and fourth years, the processes implemented by the tribes will be recorded and evaluated. In the fifth year, the tribal education department and relevant entities will revisit the plans established in the first year and determine the progress of the program. If the schools have declined in achievement, the tribe will have the choice to abandon the program or repeat the Five-Year Plan by submitting new standards. If the tribes abandon the program, control of the school will be returned to the state and local education entities. If the tribe decides to repeat the plan, they will be assigned a Department of Education observer who only observes that school to ensure that the standards are followed.

If a school improved during the Five-Year Plan, the tribal education department still has the option of abandonment. They additionally have the option of continuing the program and presenting a new Five-Year Plan for
the school. The new plan will be implemented completely independent of state, local, and federal entities. An improved school will not be required to have a Department of Education observer, but will still be required to provide achievement data to the Department of Education. The tribe will also be required to increase their responsibility for educational expenses by no less than 2% every year and federal funding will continue as usual. If a school that improves in achievement over one five-year period then declines over the next five-year period, a Department observer will be sent to the school when the school has to repeat the Five-Year Plan the following period. If a school fails to improve for three consecutive years after the implementation of an observer, the tribe will return control of the school back to the entity that previously had control.

Once a school has improved in achievement for two years without an observer, that tribal education department is given complete autonomy over the school. These two years do not have to be consecutive. Besides funding, the tribe will have complete control of the school without federal oversight, and the survival of the school will depend solely on the tribe.

D. Fourth Phase: Re-evaluation

After the initial Five-Year Plans have run their course, the Department of Education, tribal education departments, the BIA, and state and local educational entities will evaluate the results from the trial schools. These entities should evaluate the programs based on three factors.

The first factor would be whether the tribes were able to operate the schools. One the most important goals of the CLASS Act is to increase tribal autonomy and give the tribes more control over their educational systems. If the tribes are able to show that they were able to run their own schools, it will be an important step towards tribal autonomy. The evaluating groups would determine the success of the tribes by whether they met the funding increases, established workable standards, made standards-based personnel choices, and were able to implement and utilize the new programs.

The second factor would be the changes in achievement of the trial schools. The achievement gaps are a primary concern of the CLASS Act. If achievement in the trial schools improves, it will show that continuing the program will be beneficial to Indian education. If achievement declines, it would show that either the plans established by the schools need adjustment or that the overall approach needs adjustment.

The evaluating groups would consider this factor with care, making sure that the achievement results are attributed to the proper source, be it the
program or individual schools. The percentage of schools that improved, remained the same, or declined should be taken into account during the evaluation.

The final factor in determining the success of the program is the number of students enrolled at the school. One purpose behind introducing culturally relevant teaching and language studies is to engage American Indian students and increase their participation and interest in school. If enrollment declines in schools after the programs are introduced, the programs have not accomplished one of their goals. A decrease in enrollment might not be dispositive as to whether the programs are successful or not, especially if achievement improves at those schools. Therefore, the enrollment numbers in schools is a factor that must be considered with the other two.

Once the factors have been considered and evaluated in light of the percentages of schools where the program succeeded and did not succeed, the group of entities will make a recommendation to Congress concerning the continuance of the program. Congress will then consider the recommendation and make a decision whether to continue the program.

E. Fifth Phase: Expansion

If the program is approved to continue by Congress, the Department of Education and the other entities will begin a new selection of schools for Five-Year Plans. Before selecting new schools for the program, the decision-makers must take into account how many schools, if any, must repeat the Five-Year Plan. The number of repeats will count toward the number of schools added into the second cycle.

The second cycle will expand on the size of the first cycle, but not drastically. The key to sustained improvement of the program will be to refrain from over committing, and then later running short on funds, leaving schools in an even worse situation. Based on this concern, the second cycle will target 100 schools, a twenty-school increase from the trial selection group. This group of one hundred will include the schools that are repeating their Five-Year Plan due to failure to meet goals. These 100 schools will go through the same process that the initial eighty schools underwent. If the program succeeds in shifting the authority of Indian education to the tribes, and the students perform according to the established standards, then the goals of the Native CLASS Act will be realized. The Five-Year Plan will ensure that the Act alters the course of Indian education for the better.
IX. Conclusion

The Native CLASS Act marks a significant effort to create widespread change for Indian education. Rather than attempt short-term solutions, the authors of the Native CLASS Act have confronted the issues and proposed broad reforms to address the steep challenges faced in Indian Country. The poor and declining graduation rates, the alarming achievement gaps, and the lack of community involvement have made it imperative that drastic steps be taken. The Native CLASS Act draws attention to the plight of Indian education and the need for reform, but the Act in its current form is not far-reaching or effective enough to truly change the course of Indian education.

Instead, it reiterates many of the programs that are failing the American Indian students under NCLB. It is a mistake to expect the policies of the past ten years to suddenly work in a new context. Some of the proposals of the Act are promising and could help improve Indian education. But the Act lacks the structure necessary to truly shift authority of the schools to the tribes.

The Native CLASS Act should retain many of the provisions that are in the current form of the Act, but should place those programs within a broader structure that will give the tribes autonomy over the schools that educate their children. The Five-Year Plan will provide tribal control, higher educational standards, and improved curricula. The Five-Year framework will create an environment for success in Indian schools, and will ensure that the children of Indian Country are no longer left behind.